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Compact binary coalescences are the most promising sources of gravitational waves (GWs) for ground-based detectors. Binary systems containing one or two spinning black holes are particularly interesting due to spin-orbit (and eventual spin-spin) interactions and the opportunity of measuring spins directly through GW observations. In this Letter, we analyze simulated signals emitted by spinning binaries with several values of masses, spins, orientations, and signal-to-noise ratios, as detected by an advanced LIGO-Virgo network. We find that for moderate or high signal-to-noise ratio the spin magnitudes can be estimated with errors of a few percent (5%–30%) for neutron star–black hole (black hole–black hole) systems. Spins’ tilt angle can be estimated with errors of 0.04 rad in the best cases, but typical values will be above 0.1 rad. Errors will be larger for signals barely above the threshold for detection. The difference in the azimuth angles of the spins, which may be used to check if spins are locked into resonant configurations, cannot be constrained. We observe that the best performances are obtained when the line of sight is perpendicular to the system’s total angular momentum and that a sudden change of behavior occurs when a system is observed from angles such that the plane of the orbit can be seen both from above and below during the time the signal is in band. This study suggests that direct measurement of black hole spin by means of GWs can be as precise as what can be obtained from x-ray binaries.
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Introduction.—Advanced LIGO [1] and Advanced Virgo [2] will start collecting data in 2015–2016 [3]. KAGRA [4] and LIGO India [5] will join the network later in the decade. Ground-based detectors are expected to make the first direct detection of gravitational radiation and to start gravitational-wave (GW) astronomy. The most promising sources are compact binary coalescences (CBCs) of two neutron stars (BNS), two black holes (BBH), or a neutron star and a black hole (NSBH), which could be detected at a rate of 40, 20, and 10 per year, respectively [6]. (These are the realistic detection rates of Ref. [6]. The possible values span 3 orders of magnitude.) Analysis of such signals promises to shed light on several open problems in astrophysics. An accurate estimation of neutron star and black hole masses will help in checking the existence of a gap between the maximum mass of a neutron star and the minimum black hole mass [7]. The observed distribution of spin magnitudes and tilts will help in understanding binary formation and evolution, including issues such as supernovae kicks and common envelope phases. Measurement of the difference in the azimuth angles could reveal if spin vectors in CBC are locked into resonant configurations [8,9]. Parameter estimation of detected signals should, thus, have a central role in the next years, with a large impact in astrophysics. Inside the LIGO-Virgo collaboration, reliable Bayesian parameter estimation algorithms [10–14] have been written and extensively used. Much work has focused on spinless CBC sources (e.g., Ref. [15] and references therein), which can be a good approximation when both objects are neutron stars [16]. Systems with spins aligned with the orbital angular momentum and the resulting large mass-spin degeneracy have been extensively studied [17–20]. Several papers have analyzed NSBH systems and the best way to parametrize the signals they emit [21–23], also assessing spin measurement [10,11,24]. Fewer studies have focused on systems with two precessing spins [25–28], usually analyzing only a few signals. In this Letter, we consider a larger set of NSBH and BBH, where both objects have precessing spins. We perform parameter estimation using an advanced LIGO-Virgo network [3] and find that the black hole spin in NSBH and BBH systems can be estimated with a precision comparable to spin measurements from x-ray binaries [29] using the continuum-fitting [30] or “Fe-line” [31,32] methods. Both of them are indirect measurements that rely on assumptions about the disk physics, which may bias the measurements. This is why having an independent and direct way to estimate the spin of black holes, GWs, is of great importance. Furthermore, we analyze the dependence of parameter estimation capabilities on the orientation of the CBC. We find that the errors are smallest when the line of sight is perpendicular to the total angular momentum, which is expected [21,33]. We show how there
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is a clear change of behavior in the parameter estimation capability if the plane of the orbit can be observed from both above and below, due to precession.

Method.—Signals emitted by quasicircular CBC with generic spins depend on 15 unknown parameters [25] with nontrivial correlations [19,20,24]. In this work, we are primarily interested in how parameter estimation performances depend on the different possible spin configurations. We have, therefore, chosen a set of simulations that explore the spin parameter space, using only a small subset of the other parameters, in order to study the phenomenology of the results. In particular, we assigned fixed values of masses to our simulated systems: NSBHs were chosen to have mass (1.4, 10)\(M_\odot\), while we considered two possible kinds of BBHs, (7.5, 7.5)\(M_\odot\) and (10, 5)\(M_\odot\). For the NSBH, the reduced spin magnitude \(\alpha \equiv |\vec{S}|/m^2\) of the black hole was 0.9 while the neutron star had a spin of 0.1. For the BBHs, all pairwise combinations of 0.9 and 0.1 were used. For each of these systems, we considered two possible orientations of the spin vectors \(\vec{S}_1\) and \(\vec{S}_2\): both spins forming a tilt angle \(\tau\) of 60\(^{\circ}\) with respect to the orbital angular momentum and parallel to each other (due to precession, tilt angles evolve with time or equivalently frequency; we quote their values at 100 Hz [23]) or \(\vec{S}_1\) forming an angle of 45\(^{\circ}\) and \(\vec{S}_2\) an angle of 135\(^{\circ}\). In both cases, the orbital angular momentum \(\vec{L}\) and the spins lie on the same plane at the reference frequency. The first configuration is such that it maximizes the scalar product of the spins whereas the second maximizes the cross product. Thus, we explore the cases that give large values of the spin interaction terms in the post-Newtonian expansion [34,35], with a stronger precession in the first case, because the resulting total spin will be more misaligned with respect to \(\vec{L}\). Each system was analyzed with three possible orientations, i.e., the angle \(\theta_{\vec{J}\vec{N}}\) between the total angular momentum and the line of sight, as shown by the color bars in Figs. 1 and 2 below. To study the dependence of parameter estimation capabilities on the loudness of the event, we have analyzed all systems at three network signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs [25]): threshold for detection (12), moderate (17), or high (30). These values correspond to distances in the range [68–970] Mpc, the exact value depending on the mass, spin, and orientation. Waveforms were generated using the SpinTaylorT4 (STT4) approximant [34,35], working at the 3.5 post-Newtonian (PN) phase order, while neglecting amplitude corrections (which have negligible effects, at least for NSBH [36]). STT4 waveforms can only describe the inspiral part of a waveform, and one expects the merger and ringdown to become more significant for more massive binaries. Our choice was forced by the lack of reliable IMR [37] waveforms with precessing spins at the time of the analysis. Furthermore, it has been shown that merger and ringdown do not play significant role for systems with masses below \(\sim 20M_\odot\) [38].
The analysis was carried out using the nested sampling [40,41] version of \textsc{LALInference}, the Bayesian parameter estimation tool developed by the LIGO-Virgo Collaboration [14,25,42], using spins’ magnitude, tilt, and azimuth difference to parametrize spins [22].

\textbf{Results.}—For equal mass systems, the angle between the spins and the total angular momentum $J$ is almost constant, whereas in the unequal mass case it oscillates, inducing more waveform modulations. Moreover, in the unequal mass and unequal spin case the spin-dependent terms in the waveform phase are larger for our configuration [43], which should aid parameter estimation. We, thus, expect spin parameters to be best estimated for NSBH, while the worst case scenario should be found for equal mass and equal spin BBH. On the top panel of Fig. 1 we show the percent error in the estimation of the BH dimensionless spin magnitude $a_1$ for the NSBH systems. We notice that even at moderate SNRs it can be as small as 5\% and become of the order of 1\%–2\% for loud signals. These accuracies are comparable to what can be obtained with x-ray binaries [29], and thus, GWs should provide a reliable and independent way of measuring the spins of black holes. (X-ray binaries will not produce GWs measurable with LIGO and Virgo; we are thus not suggesting all methods can be used on the same systems.) We also notice how, generally speaking, configurations in which the systems are seen from angles close to $\pi/2$ lead to better parameter estimation. This is to be expected because the most favorable lines of sight are those for which, during their precession around $\vec{J}$, $\vec{L}$ and the spins vectors show the largest variation along the line of sight. This occurs when $\vec{N} \perp \vec{J}$; i.e., the amount of modulation in the waveform increases for decreasing $|\theta_{\vec{J} \vec{N}} - \pi/2|$ [21,33]. Although this is the most probable configuration for isotropically distributed orientations, systems with $\theta_{\vec{J} \vec{N}} \sim \pi/2$ are harder to detect because the emission pattern is minimum on the plane of the orbit [25]. Finally, we notice that the two tilt configurations lead to similar results, especially for well measured events. On the bottom panel of Fig. 1 we show the error of the BH tilt angle. Here, the errors can be as good as $\sim$0.04 rad for loud signals and below 0.1 rad even at a moderate SNR. At threshold SNR, we see a large spread of possible outcomes, including instances of multimodal and highly correlated posteriors that make it difficult to uniquely resolve the systems’ parameters. As expected, the NS spin is not well estimated, due to the small spin of the NS.

We find that the relative error in the estimation of the component masses is $\sim$2\%–5\% at high SNR (the range encompasses all events), $\sim$3\%–5\% at medium SNR, and can be $\sim$10\%–30\% at threshold. Errors for the chirp mass $\mathcal{M} = (m_1^2 m_2^3)/(m_1 + m_2)^{3/5}$ are always smaller than 1\% (and of the order of 0.1\% for SNR = 30 events for all spin orientations and $\theta_{\vec{J} \vec{N}}$). Precessing spins induce modulation of both the phase and the amplitude of the waveform; in particular, amplitude modulation should help break the well-known degeneracy between distance and inclination [10,15,25]. We find that this is indeed the case and that luminosity distance can be estimated as well as 4\%–8\% for loud events and $\lesssim$10\% for SNR 17 events. This is much better than what can be obtained for spinless signals [44] and is comparable to calibration-induced errors [45]. This suggests that GWs from spinning NSBH may be optimal standard sirens [46]. Finally, we remark that accurately measured events were usually estimated quite precisely, with a single posterior mode well peaked at the true value. We will report more about precision in a forthcoming publication. We now move to binary black holes, for which we expect worse spin measurements as a result of the smaller component mass difference. In what follows, we will quote numbers for the $\{10,5\}M_\odot$ systems. For equal mass (7.5, 7.5)$M_\odot$ BBHs, errors for systems with spin 0.9–0.1 are a factor of several higher than the corresponding $\{10,5\}M_\odot$ systems. When both spins are 0.9, the errors are only slightly worse than for equal mass. This is because when the spins are similar the waveform is less sensitive to the mass ratio (see e.g., Eq. 3.21 of Ref. [43]). In Fig. 2 we show the relative error of the spin magnitude of the more massive black hole. Comparison against the top panel of Fig. 1 reveals that errors for BBH are indeed larger by a factor of a few. To be more precise, relative errors of 5\% are possible for loud events, but errors of 10\%–30\% are otherwise more typical. When both spins are small (not shown in the plot), it is hard to estimate the spin magnitude, and the posterior distribution only shows some hint that small values may be preferred.

Similar conclusions apply for the tilt angles, which cannot be estimated with errors smaller than $\sim$0.1 rad and for which more typical errors are above 0.2 rad. We observe strong correlations between the accuracies of the measurement of $a_1$ and $r_1$. This is not unexpected since, at the lowest order, what matters is $L \cdot \hat{S}$. A small variation in the spin magnitude can, thus, be compensated for by a variation of the tilt angle. These are summarized in Fig. 3. The upper branch is made of systems where both objects have spin magnitude of 0.1, which makes it hard to estimate

\begin{figure}[h]
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\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{fig3.png}
\caption{Correlation between 1-$\sigma$ errors for the spin magnitude and the tilt angle of the $10M_\odot$ black hole. Triangles are systems with reduced spin magnitude of 0.9 for both black holes. Stars are 0.9–0.1 systems, and circles are 0.1–0.1 systems. The size is proportional to the SNR (12, 17, or 30).}
\end{figure}
the tilt angle. In the lower branch we find all systems for which \( a_1 = 0.9 \). The best configurations are those with the largest spin-magnitude ratio (i.e., \( a_1 = 0.9 \) and \( a_2 = 0.1 \)) and inclination angles \( \theta_{\tilde{J}\tilde{N}} \sim \pi/2 \). Similarly to the NSBH systems, the errors associated with the smaller of the two bodies are larger. We find that the magnitude of \( S_2 \) can be estimated with relative errors of 15% (25%) for loud (moderate) SNRs when the systems are seen from \( \theta_{\tilde{J}\tilde{N}} \) not too close to 0 or \( \pi \) and \( a_2 = 0.9 \). Furthermore, the errors in the estimation of \( a_2 \) for \( a_1 = a_2 = 0.9 \) systems with small \( \theta_{\tilde{J}\tilde{N}} \) show barely any variation with the SNR, which is due to the near total lack of modulation and the small size of the secondary black hole. When \( a_2 = 0.1 \), the spin magnitude of the lighter black hole cannot be constrained. The chirp masses of \((10, 5)\ M_\odot\) BBH are estimated with relative errors between 1% (weak signals) and \( \sim 0.3\% \) (loud events), and these errors do not show large variations with spin magnitude or orientation. This is to be expected because the chirp mass is already estimated quite well at the 0 PN order \([47]\) and, thus, is not affected much by higher-order spin terms. The error for the component masses shows some dependence on the spin configuration, being slightly better for strongly spinning systems, and being of the order of \( \sim 7\% - 15\% \) (\( \sim 10\%-20\% \)) for high (medium-low) SNR events. The estimation is slightly worse than for NSBH, which is not surprising given the higher mass of the BBH (more massive systems generate shorter waveforms, which usually leads to larger errors \([47,48]\)). Finally, we observe that the only configurations for which the posterior distribution of the spins’ azimuthal angle difference is significantly different from the prior are \( \theta_{\tilde{J}\tilde{N}} \sim \pi/2 \), SNR 30, events with both spins equal to 0.9. However, the associated errors are still large, \( \sim 30 - 40\,\text{deg} \). While discussing the NSBH results, we mentioned that the smallest errors are obtained when \( \theta_{\tilde{J}\tilde{N}} \) is close to \( \pi/2 \), and we see the same for BBH systems. We, thus, complemented our study by taking one of the \((10, 5)\ M_\odot\) BBHs (the one with \( a_1 = 0.9, \ a_2 = 0.1, \ \cos \tau_1 = \cos \tau_2 = 0.5, \ \text{and SNR} = 17 \)) and analyzing it with different \( \theta_{\tilde{J}\tilde{N}} \). In Fig. 4 we show the 1-\( \sigma \) errors for the magnitude (circles) and tilt (pentagons) of the \( 10 M_\odot \) BH spin against the value of \( \theta_{\tilde{J}\tilde{N}} \). The SNR is kept fixed by varying the distance. As expected, the errors reach their minimum and look symmetrical around \( \theta_{\tilde{J}\tilde{N}} \sim \pi/2 \) rad, while the maximum is reached when \( \tilde{J}||\tilde{N} \) \([21,33]\).

Figure 4 also shows the variation of the errors in the estimation of \( \theta_{\tilde{J}\tilde{N}} \) (triangles). We see that the error reaches a minimum when \( \theta_{\tilde{J}\tilde{N}} \sim \pi/2 \), but now there appears to be a change of behavior in the region \( \theta_{\tilde{J}\tilde{N}} \in [1.2 - 1.8] \) rad. The boundary angles of this region correspond to lines of sight such that the plane of the orbit will be observed both from above and below during its precession (“tropical region”). The width of this region is twice the precession angle, i.e., the angle between \( \tilde{J} \) and \( \tilde{L} \). We also notice that in the tropical region there is a strong reduction in the mass-spin and distance-iota correlations, with a corresponding, often dramatic, reduction of the errors of these quantities.

Conclusions.—We report an initial parameter estimation analysis of the gravitational radiation emitted by spinning compact binary systems consisting of two black holes or a neutron star and a black hole. We simulated systems with different values of masses, spins, signal-to-noise ratios, and orbital inclinations. We find that the magnitude of black hole spins in a \((1.4, 10)\ M_\odot\) NSBH can be estimated to an accuracy of a few percent. This is comparable to what can be obtained with x-ray binaries and is not affected by the same systematics. The tilt angle of the black hole spin can be pinned down with an error of \( \lesssim 0.1 \) rad accuracy. Our analysis of solar mass BBH shows that the errors in spin magnitude (5%-30%) and angles (\( \gtrsim 0.1 \) rad) will be larger than those for NSBH, mainly due to the smaller mass ratio. We considered both equal and unequal (ratio 2:1) mass BBHs. The errors are slightly larger for equal mass systems if the spins are similar and noticeably larger when the spins are different. We show that the errors in the estimation of the spins are at their minimum when the line of sight is perpendicular to the total angular momentum, and we observe that correlations and errors of other parameters are sensibly smaller when systems are seen from their tropical regions. We find that the difference in the spins’ azimuthal angles cannot be constrained unless both objects have large spins, the SNR is high, and the system is observed from its tropical region, in which case the errors are still \( \sim 30\,\text{deg} \). A forthcoming work will focus on the aspects we had to neglect in this Letter and will expand in several directions.
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